
Youth Actions and National Realities of EU Youth Goal 9

The actions were shared by delegates of the EU Youth Conference in
Slovenia, September 2021. They are divided into the seven targets of the
EU Youth Goal 9.

Target 1

Dublin,
Ireland

Young people were actively consulted by Eirgrid through the National Youth
Council, - which is the national electricity grid- about what the future of
energy strategy should look like

Slovenia Supporting debate and discussion skills, and organising events to do so.

Slovenia
Participating in some of the many organisations (and existing political
parties).

Nicosia,
Cyprus

The Cyprus Youth Council is lobbying for a cross-sectoral approach on youth
matters in all levels of authorities.

Ireland

organizations such as the Irish Second-Level Students Union (ISSU) and
Union of Students Ireland (USI) provide a representative body for students at
a national level, they present to Parliament committees and write
submissions on government legalization and policies.
Currently, the ISSU was asked for a submission to change our second level
terminal exam

Växjö,
Sweden

Spreading information to professionals who are working with young people,
about different ways of influencing the political process and active
citizenship.

Nicosia,
Cyprus

Youth Parliament is organised by the Cyprus Youth Council-CYC together
with a local NGO (Cyprus Youth Diplomacy) and the youth is engaged on
several levels by learning the way the Parliamentary Committees work and
how they vote during the Assembly. The project aims to reach young people
who are involved in NGOs but also non-organised youth. Afterwards CYC is
lobbying for the voted papers in the National Parliament and together with
other stakeholders.

Cyprus

Youth Parliament is organised by the Cyprus Youth Council together with a
local NGO (Cyprus Youth Diplomacy) and for the last 5 years the project is
going pretty well!! It was also awarded from SALTO!



Cyprus

House of Youth Representatives
Stimulation of the national parliament that allows young people to deliberate
and submit ideas to relevant stakeholders. The aim is to include young
people in the decision-making structures of Cyprus and give them an
opportunity to express their proposals and co-shape the policies of their
country

Flanders,
Belgium

Passing legislation that policy makers need to provide explanatory notes if
they choose not to follow youth recommendations (in process of
establishing).

Ireland
The National Youth Council through Young Voices presents to govt
structures including the advisory council for children and youth.

Dublin,
Ireland

The National Youth Council of Ireland created a 'Youth Participation
Empowerment Deck' which is a really practical tool to help young people
break down issues that they would like to work on and go on to influence
decision making.
https://padlet.com/daizobrien/o6kc5q50il3laizf

Ireland
Some groups are working on lowering the voting age to 16 in Ireland so that
young people can effectively influence decision making

Cork, Ireland

There are youth councils called 'Comhairle na nÓg' (in Irish) that give young
people a platform to meet and work on campaigns together. There are many
councils around the country.
https://www.comhairlenanog.ie/

România

Participatory process for the National Youth Strategy 2021-2027.
The Ministry for Youth and Sports, together with youth NGOs has been
closely working on the strategy and action plan.

Malta A number of international opportunities offered to local youth

Austria
Workshops in schools on active citizenship (especially to reach less
engaged).

Antwerpen participatory budgeting

Brussel youth parliaments

Mechelen

https://bataljong.be/project-aanstekers online platform to generate, discuss
and give input to local councils.
https://bataljong.be/project-aanstekers

Germany Online consultation meetings with politicians



Malta
National Youth Parliament which has been running for 19 years-organised
and founded by KNZ!

Malta
Continue working towards advocating for civic education through a working
group, following the legislation reform of Vote 16.

Wien Youth Parliament for School Students

Gent
Actively thinking about ways to ensure that the youth council is
representative

Malta
A number of events and workshops to meet with stakeholders and increase
dialogue between youth and stakeholders

Bulgaria Vibrant youth centres and plenty of activities.

Antwerpen Debbatle, a great project that brings youngsters with policy makers

Portugal
University of Aveiro, Aveiro:Students and faculty working together to improve
teaching.

Berlin Similar structures than the EUYD

Brussel strong advocacy to lower voting age to 16

Berlin

U16 elections
They don't influence directly the parliament elections, but they are noted in
the society and a lot of young people participate

Berlin
Advisory Councils of young people
For example the "Rat junger Wirtschaftsweisen" in economic matters

Austria
Including school and university students in policies related to their education
(school system) - they need to confirm policies.

Malta Vote 16!

Austria Voting from the age of 16

Belgrade,
Serbia

The National Working Group on the topic of EU Youth Dialogue for Serbia
was founded through the initiative of the National Youth Council of Serbia,
inspired by the last EUYC in Portugal.

Maribor Participatory budgeting

Target 2



Flanders

The Youth and Children's Right Policy Plan (= main Flemish youth policy
plan) is designed through a participative process in which young people of all
backgrounds are involved. It also engages a plurality of youth(work)
organisations, that are close to diverse young people so as to ensure full
representation.
Furthermore, there exist specific legal obligations that aim at rendering
participation diverse: both the Flemish participation Decree and the Equal
Opportunities Decree hold specific provisions to guarantee a diverse and
meaningful participation of young people with fewer opportunities or from
socially vulnerable backgrounds (notably through subsidizing participation
projects) and the Decree relating to the Flemish Youth and Children's Right
Policy Plan obliges certain pillar organisations in the Flemish youth(work)
landscape (so-called upper structures) to make efforts to ensure a diverse
ethnically/culturally diverse representation in their functioning organs (e.g.
Board of Directors).
Additionally, the Flemish Government is currently consolidating existing
(scattered) legal provisions spread over several laws into one Youth Decree
(including provisions on equal access to participation, as mentioned above),
thus creating a real transversal Youth Decree with a participatory dimension.

Oviedo, Spain
Including minorities in the dialogue and taking into account the voices and
giving opportunities to participate and be part of the process.

Bulgaria
Helping kids from smaller towns and focusing on tha local needs of a
community

Bregenz

Local Youth Conference
With people from different areas in this country and from different
backgrounds. They had 3 days to discuss topics. On the last day there was
also the chance to meet local decision makers and present these ideas.

Wien Peer to Peer programs

Vorarlberg Organising the youth in your village, creating your own youth groups

Praha, Česko

Affordable housing projects (inclusion of minorities and children from
disadvantaged backgrounds)
Suggestions for improvements: Local Action Groups at regional level,
regional offices of the Youth Council
+ children's ombudsperson

Wien Workshops on civic education in schools



Cork, Ireland

The National Youth Council of Ireland has developed a deck of 'Youth
Empowerment and Participation' cards which serve to equip young people in
how to go about influencing decisions and making change.
Anyone can use these cards and they make youth participation more
accessible. The guidance on them is not exclusive to Ireland at all and could
work very well in other countries too!
https://padlet.com/daizobrien/o6kc5q50il3laizf

Paris Initiative from CNAJEP (FR NYC) to duplicate EUYD at regional level

Wien

Mental Health
Especially people who were affected of mental disease before covid-19 are
really hard affected now because they are excluded.
We have a mental health campaign in Austria.

Växjö

SE Government has commissioned the Swedish Agency for Youth and Civil
Society to collect and disseminate models and best practices on how
municipalities can strengthen young people's participation and democratic
skills in local participation

Cyprus

Deliver workshops regarding youth participation in rural areas, ensuring that
young people living in rural areas are not excluded from participation
activities

Dublin,
Ireland

Young Voices in Ireland works hard to build connections with organisations
that work with groups that may not have traditionally been at the centre of
decision-making including those with disabilities, ethnic minority youth,
travelling communities and lgbtq+ groups. This helps ensure more equal
access for these groups to the decision-making process
https://www.youth.ie/programmes/projects-initiatives/young-voices/

Šalčininkai

Program "Active citizens" organizes discussion and workshops between
young people from ethnic minorities and local politicians on what are the
main issues and needs of the young people in the local community and what
could be the solutions for these problems.

Eupen Podcast with young politician to explain, how to become a young politician

Target 3

Вulgaria
Vratsa Center:Organizing youth training on topics related to civic
participation and youth advocacy.

Serbia
Online tools such as applications and games motivating and educating
young people to be part of the voting process.



Serbia

Monitoring of political campaigns - monitoring how many politicians address
young people and how many programs they offer to young people. In this
way, increased addressing of young people by decision-makers is
encouraged.

Slovenia
Political debate "confrontation" of candidates (among themselves and
dialogue with youth) for elections about youth issues

Ireland

We have CSPE (civis, social and political education) for 3 years and you can
choose to do Politics and Society later for your overall exam but we need
much more and better education on politics, the government, being an active
citizen, how to participate and more

Ljubljana Info day before elections of political youth departments for youth

Ireland

Through DCEDIY Young Voices has presented to Gov structures including
National Advisory Council for children and youth and National Policy
Consortium for children and youth alongside Dept reps coming to our events
and being available for dialogue. We also have Comhairle na nOg in Ireland.

Ireland

Our vote at 16 campaign has
been a long standing agenda
for many youth and student
Orgs which will allow 16 and 17 year olds to vote increasing youth
participation in elections and representation in decisions (though we need
the government to be more accountable to its people in general)

Serbia
Involvement of young people in youth councils - advisory bodies of
municipalities and cities.

Ljubljana Youth parties and lists standing at local municipal elections

Brussels Electronic voting during the EP elections

Austria Vienna: Vote16 can be useful to increase participation of young people

Ljubljana

If we had better campaigns about what the voting is about, without corruption
and without lies, we would have more participation. For example, we had a
big campaign when we were voting for water, so more people knew what
was happening and voted.

Ireland
national organisation is third highest on lobbying register with quality work on
policy work and advocating camp; lobbying

Latvia Youth parliament (Jauniešu Saeima)

Target 4



Chorvatsko

The problem with physical spaces is getting them to work in rural areas.
People there are - in many cases - not as fortunate moneywise,
educationwise etc. It´s then to establish these spaces there.

Luxembourg

In cooperation with the Éislek Youth Bureau, the Kannerbureau Wooltz
organises the annual Kanner a Youth Conference. At this event, young
people meet politicians from Ösling. The KaJuKo sees itself as a platform to
stimulate exchange between young people and politicians. Young people
from the age of 12 can present their projects here and discuss their needs
and ideas for the development of the region together.
https://www.kabu.lu/de/projekte/kajuko-kanner-a-jugendkonferenz

Gent https://overkop.be/

Luxembourg

The National Youth Council of Luxembourg is the umbrella organisation of
youth organisations in Luxembourg. It has nearly 30 member organisations
(political parties, labour unions, student unions, scout movements, youth
associations…), which are active in a great variety of different areas in the
youth sector. The National Youth Council of Luxembourg is a privileged
discussion partner for the ministries and other official actors in youth-related
topics and can as such do active lobbying for the opinions and interests of
the Youth of Luxembourg and Europe.
https://www.jugendrot.lu/

Goe
Gespeeld https://www.goegespeeld.be/wat-doet-goe-gespeeld

West Ireland/
Midlands

In most rural areas in Ireland, there is no access to youth spaces,
additionally, there is very poor transport links in rural Ireland so this can lead
to isolation

Враца
Център,
Враца

Youth centre Vratsa allows youth people to create their project with the
program "CREATE TOGETHER". The best projects get the needed funds
and are implemented. During this year, we gave funds to few teams of young
people to create their own youth spaces in rural areas from the Vratsa
region.
More information about the program:
https://youthcentervratza.com/en/the-cool-place/
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1371320696/183f102721505
183e34ad87df18b14eb/download.png

Sremski
Karlovci,
Serbia

'Eco Center Radulovački' is a training center,managed by VEM, primarily
used for education of youth. 'ERC' holds CoE quality label - European Youth
Center

https://youthcentervratza.com/en/the-cool-place/


Co. Dublin,
Ireland

Many youth spaces in Ireland are restricted to a two hour limited window of
time supervised by youth workers to abide by our Child protection laws

Co. Dublin,
Ireland

Irish law restricts the opportunity for youth owned/ youth led spaces with
legal barriers

Loznica,
Serbia

The Youth Office in Loznica was established in 2007. Since then it gathers
young people who want to make changes in their environment. It is one of
the first youth offices in Serbia. It is also famous for its work and
hard-working and active people.

De
Ambrassade,
Rue Léopold,
Brussels

De Ambrassade did a project concerning the link between school
playgrounds and youth work spaces.
https://ambrassade.be/nl/kennis/artikel/bewegingsvriendelijke-en-gedeelde-s
choolspeelplaatsen

Ireland
Co. Wexford:Multiple youth cafés in this county, providing a safe space for
young people.

Molenbeek-S
aint-Jean

Molengeek is an initiative which enables youngsters to learn about coding
and gives at risk chances to develop digital skills.

Ireland
Co. Monaghan: Youth infrastructure, spaces: New library being built in
consultation with regional youth council with dedicated youth facilities

Ghent
Graffiti vzw is an experimental place that challenges children and young
people to make themselves heard

Madrid
Embassies training during long week-end, for young people from all over
Spain

Antwerp

Formaat vzw, De Wittestraat: Federation for youth clubs and youth spaces in
Flanders
https://www.formaat.be/

Target 5

Portugal
Poligraph - programme to combat desinformation - could be adapted to
youth

Spain Training on digital competences for youth workers

Malta Fake news campaign launched this year

Germany

"Jugenddialog inklusiver machen"
An initiative to make the youth dialogue in Germany more accessible for
young People



Wien

Our NWG Group Meetings for the EUYD became more regional diverse
because participants did not need to be physically present. Digital tools can
reach people, who can not be reached with physical meetings.

Spain

Youth embassies online training program.
To give empowerment competences and equal dialogue for make youth able
to have a structured dialogue with decision makers

Germany

Youth delegates are working on a workshop to develop the ability to
recognize fake news. This Workshop is going to be tried and if it works well
we want to implement it on a larger scale.
Here we cooperate with the organization
https://no-hate-speech.de/de/
They have developed a great quiz to test your skills in recognizing fake
news!
https://no-hate-speech.de/de/

València

Scouting youth dialogue for non formal education recognition.
1 year work with 200 youngsters for taking out problematic of youth and
possible solutions and the presenting the ideas to decision makers

Malta Shifting campaigns to a more online format by using social media.

Germany

Advocacy work to create safe internet platforms of the NYC. The Politicians
are invited after discussions with young people and representatives to make
bets about which steps they are going to take. Those bets are written down
and paneled to create commitment.

Portugal
Providing students with digital equipment for distance learning, as well as
training to use digital education tools

Malta
During the pandemic and even now, events are shifting to a hybrid mode to
improve accessibility and offer more opportunities.

Paris National rural plan to increase wifi in rural areas

Spain

Online correspondence on youth ( high schools)
Embassies on youth ( online participation during covid)
Combating fake news program ( leaded by regionals agencies of youth)

Chișinău,
Moldova

Youth centres moving their activities online - youth workers, consultations,
trainings, volunteering

Moldova Chișinău: Digital consultation platforms

Prague,
Česko

On-line website for civic education teachers to engage the best practices
On-line educational videos on YT



Luxembourg
National youth council using discord to reach out (using digital tools that
young people know and use)

Target 6

Netherlands Sustainable funding, good structure.

Belgium
Politicians are very flexible, they provide when youth organizations need the
funding.

Belgium

Flemish region - quite a sustainable financial system. Every four years they
have to write a strategic plan, they send it to the ministry of youth and the
ministry provides the funds that the youth organizations need. Even if they
do not write a plan, they still get 80.000 EUR per year, if they are a
recognised youth work association (you need to fulfil certain criteria to get
that money).

Croatia
Developments going into the direction of recognising youth work(er) as a
profession.

Croatia
Annual public calls (&amp; contracts) for funding of youth organisations,
where they can apply.

Bulgaria

The NGOs are really helping young people who are trying to make a change.
They develop activities for young people and youth work. In Bulgaria young
people are really connected to them.

Brussels

Good practice: sustainable funding system in Flanders for Youth Work
associations - Departement Cultuur, Jeugd en Media, Rue d'Arenberg,
https://ambrassade.be/nl/kennis/artikel/structureel-vlaamse-subsidies-aanvra
gen

Ireland Several youth practices, good financial structure and support.

Slovenia

Working on a formal course for youth workers.
There is a National Vocational Qualification (NPK) for a youth worker,
providing a formalised recognition of knowledge, experience, skills.

Slovenia Students Association Act, Youth Council Act and several other projects.

Ireland
Reaching out to marginalised youth groups (LGBT, migrant groups, youth
with less accessibility to information on the sector ...)

Bulgaria

Most funding comes from the government, a lot of work is voluntary, there
are a lot of money raisings on the local levels, however, on a national level,
funding is still lacking in a lot of ways.



Slovenia

Online platform - mlad.si
A platform for use for Youth organisations for sharing news, events,
happenings ...
Not recognised enough by the youth.

Romania Romania scouts, consultations, reaching educational goals.

Slovenia
Funding from the Department for Youth. An OK practice, but not sustainable.
Problem with youth worker salaries, while funding for programs OK!

Germany

National Youth Council - they receive a lot of funding for the youth section.
The youth check - a regulatory impact assessment tool to analyse the impact
of federal legislation on young people. Link:
https://www.jugend-check.de/english/

Sweden
NYC a part of Europe Goes Local project, framework for youth worker
qualifications.

Ireland

National Youth Council; support for youth organisations, promotion of
activities, quality activities.
(Example for other national youth organisations)

Croatia

Trying to provide everything that is needed for sustainable funding for
separate projects (advanced masters program for youth workers, several
projects for youth education ...). You can have a specialization in youth work.
They are applying to national and Erasmus grants.

Belgium

A nationally qualified youth worker cannot work as a youth worker in other
EU countries.
(Need for a good practice)

Wallonie,
Belgium

Funding for youth work activities, you need to also be active in rural areas.
(Criteria, addressing funding of underdeveloped areas)

Target 7

Europe

YouthInfoComp - A European Competence Framework for Youth Information
Workers:Youth information and counselling services play a crucial role in
young people’s transition to adulthood. While the profession is well
organised and looks back on a respectable history, defining who a youth
information worker is or what competences they have to possess is far from
being unanimously established. This is why Eurodesk and ERYICA have
decided to create YouthInfoComp - The Youth Information Worker
Competence Framework, the first of its kind in Europe and a strong
reference for all countries willing to give recognition to the profession.



https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59ab1130ff7c50083fc9736c/t/6152e13
4cf5b3a3851cc5c8a/1632821558254/InfoYouthComp_27092021.pdf

Europe

The aim of the guide is to explore the role of youth information work in the
context of the climate emergency, as well as to provide concrete tips and
examples of good practices when it comes to designing and providing
greener youth information services. The guide provides examples for youth
information services on how to inform, engage and empower young people
on environmental sustainability. The objective is also to raise awareness
about the importance of greener youth information strategies and youth
programmes among service providers and policymakers. The publication is
complemented with policy recommendations, examples of non-formal
education activities and a green glossary.
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59ab1130ff7c50083fc9736c/t/6045df1
1476cab73fe262fec/1615191841297/ERYICA_EURODESK_Greening_F_W
EB.pdf

Europe

The Good Practice Booklet is a collection of successful stories from youth
information and counselling providers across Europe. It aims to learn,
inspire, generate and develop new projects and ideas.
https://www.eryica.org/tools-resources
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59ab1130ff7c50083fc9736c/t/5f60d61f
8069bf7d747f4c2c/1600181854413/Sheryica_2020_online_FINAL.pdf

Europe

Youth Information and Counselling in Europe in 2020 gives a thorough
overview of organisations that coordinate youth information services in
Europe and in certain cases provide youth information themselves. The
booklet guides you through the continent and provides a snapshot as
complete as possible about the state of the art of youth information and
counselling in Europe in 2020. As well as a country overview and key data,
for each organisation, the publication also showcases the implementation of
the principles of the European Youth Information Charter and shares brief
good practice examples. The publication includes survey results about the
current situation of youth information and counselling as well.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59ab1130ff7c50083fc9736c/t/61309cf
71e29d538c0124b1e/1630575876152/YI+2020_v6-compressed.pdf

https://www.eryica.org/tools-resources


Europe

The principles of the European Youth Information Charter are intended to
apply to all forms of generalist youth information work and seek to guarantee
the right of young people to complete, reliable and updated information.
They constitute a basis for minimum standards and quality measures
applicable to all countries as elements of a comprehensive, coherent and
coordinated approach to youth information and counselling provision. It is
available in 28 languages and complemented by many tools aiming to
ensure quality youth information and counseling services across
Europe.https://www.eryica.org/charter
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59ab1130ff7c50083fc9736c/t/5b758e6
5352f53b3f071428c/1534430826141/EYIC_A4_English.pdf

Europe

The European Youth Information and Counselling Agency is a non-profit
association of 36 youth information coordinating bodies in 26 European
countries.
https://www.eryica.org/our-network

Germany

Youth Dialogue Projects by the DBJR - "Youth Bets That"
“Youth bets that…” is a method used at EU Youth Dialogue Events in
Germany. EU Youth Dialogue Events give young people the opportunity to
discuss their demands with political decision-makers from all levels (=local,
regional, national &amp; EU) at eye level. In the end the politicians place
bets on how to improve the situation of young people, following the
discussions outcomes. There is a follow up a few months later if the bets
could be implemented. This method leads to affective information and
discussion between young people and local, national and european
politicians

Stockholm

SE Government is working with a summarised version of the new national
youth policy communication in order to make it more readable and
accessible. The youth policy communication was developed in cooperation
with the National Youth Council in SE and with other youth organisations
participating in the National Youth Policy Council, chaired by the Minister of
Youth.

https://www.eryica.org/charter
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59ab1130ff7c50083fc9736c/t/5b758e65352f53b3f071428c/1534430826141/EYIC_A4_English.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59ab1130ff7c50083fc9736c/t/5b758e65352f53b3f071428c/1534430826141/EYIC_A4_English.pdf


Germany

Youth Check
The youth-check is a regulatory impact assessment tool to analyse the

impact of federal legislation on young people aged between 12 and 27
years. The youth-check contributes to good legislation and raises awareness
of young people’s concerns during the legislative process. The check gives
visibility to the intended effects of proposed legislation, mostly draft bills, on
young people’s lives as well as revealing their unintended effects. The
youth-check is realized by the Competence Centre Youth-Check (ComYC).
https://www.jugend-check.de/english/

Lithuania

There is a website called "Žinau viską" (eng. I know everything) where youth
can find all of the relevant information from different spheres in one place. In
that website, the information from job to volunteering or youth exchanges are
available. The new opportunities for young people are updated constantly.

Berlin

The German National Youth Council (DBJR) tries publish all important
information on the website in German and English language and also in easy
and youth-friendly language

Latvija

- podcasts created by the National Agency;
- youth addressed content in the public media;
- Eurodesk network;
- NGO projekt "Young Media Sharks".

Luxemburg,
Luxembourg

- Youthled radio with podcasts
- National Youth Information Service
- Specialized Youth information on some topics like mental health, sexuality,
addiction, ...
- trainings for youth workers how to discuss news with young people

Ljubljana
The extreme dedication of volunteers and student organizations in keeping
young people informed. (mlad.si, etc.)

Nicosia,
Cyprus

The Cyprus YC, has access to visit schools and educate students on EU
matters/opportunities and also engage them to participate in EU Youth
Dialogue and other EU projects.

Nicosia,
Cyprus

The National has expanded the help-lines' support services due to the
pandemic to reach people from several age groups and areas.

Ljubljana
We set up a national platform with the cooperation between different youth
organisations to provide useful information

Nicosia,
Cyprus

National Agency has expanded the Youth Information Centres in Cyprus so
as to reach more young people.



Vilnius,
Lithuania

Eurodesk network has a number local/regional offices/branches providing
youth friendly information about opportunities to participate

Serbia

Establishing dialogue.rs - a site on conducting dialogue at various levels with
decision-makers.
Realization of online dialogue with the Minister of Youth and Sports streamed
on social networks.

Europe European Youth Portal

Amsterdam,
Netherlands

In all educational levels in Dutch schools, civic science is an obligatory part
of education


